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There is submitted, herewith, a draft proposeJ "'s a substitute for the accompanying draft of a bill.

In explanation of the

changes made the following may be stated:
It would seem highly desirable, if an increase is to be
made in the head tax collected on account of aliens, that so important
a matter should be covered by a detailed provision.

Section 2 has

therefore been modeled after section l of the Act of March 3, 1903,
and incidentally such changes have been made in the wording as are
ne~agsary

to really

effect the object sought to be accomplished by

the same section of the Act of February 20, 1907.
It seems desirable to separate provisions intended to penalize
transportation companies and those intended to insure the deportation
of aliens wrongfully entering.
into two sections, 5 and 6.

Therefore section 5 has been divided
Inasmuch as both the deportation of aliens

unlawfully entering under the existing immigration laws and the fining
of steamship companies for bringing certain classes of highly undesirable
aliens are already i1rov ided for, the two sectior,s, 5 and 6, bav e been
made to apply only to the cases of alien laborers, as contemple.ted by
the draft itself.
Section 6 of the draft has been changed to section 7 in the
substitute and has been relieved of the provision providing for the
fining of aliens who fail to register thereunder, substituting therefor
what is believed to be the more appropriate and satisfactory provision
that failure to so register shall result in deportation, the procedure
looking to deportation to be administrative entirely.

In arranging

the draft in this ma.I'mer section 8 of the original draft is merged into
section 7 of the substitute and all reference to a trial before the
courts is omi tt'ed, experiooce .having shown that better results are
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obtained by handling questions of deportation through administrative
officors.
Section 7 of the original draft, which becomes section 8
in the substitute, makes it possible for any resident alien, however
occupied, to secure a certificate which will pro t ect him from the
future possibility of arrest and deportation, thus becoming somewhat
broader in its scope than the original provision.
Sections 9 and 10 of the original draft have been omitted,
neither the nece s sity for them nor their object being quite clear;
and section 9 of the proposed substitute is drawn with the object of
guarding the rights of such alien laborers as are once admitted to
this country and depart on tanporary visits abroad and at the same

time, so far as possible, insuring against frauds and substitutions.
The remaining sect.ions of the draft have not been changed
except that to section 16 there has been added a provision that the
act shall not be construed to repeal the Chinese exclusion laws.
On finally reviewing the draft proposed as a subtitute
the possibility of combining, with good ef f ect at least from the
standpoint of conciseness, sections 5 and 7, suggests itself.

More-

over, unless there is some good and sufficient reason to the contrary
not apparent from such data and infor:nation as is now at hand, it
would seem that the title of the act might be made more brief.

